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Abstract

Using intuitionistic methods, an extension of an incidence plane was constructed by Heyting in 1959;

however, a central question, the validity of the projective axiom that any two lines have a common point,

was left open. A Brouwerian counterexample demonstrates that in the Heyting extension the common point
axiom is constructively invalid.

@ 2012 Royal Dutch Mathematical Society (KWG). Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction

An extension of an incidence plane has been constructed by Heyting [6], using intuitionistic
methods [7], although the validity of the projective axiom that any two lines have a cornmon
point was not established. Work by van Dalen [5] developed the subject further, and improved
the axiom system; still, the problem of the common point axiom remained open. The Brouwerian
counterexample below shows that in the Heyting extension the common point axiom is
constructively invalid. I
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I Fo. * exposition of the constructivist program, see Errett Bishop's "Constructivist Manifesto", Chapter I in [1]
or [3]; see also [9,13,14]. For a discussion of the philosophical issues motivating a constructive approach to mathematics,
see [2].
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r" lffllTfl1;^Ji;it" 
of an incidence plane' in which rhe common point axiom is valid, wiu

1. Prreliminaries

An incidence plang (g, g) of pointsand lines is given, with the basic axioms of [6,5]. TheHeyting extension (II , A) of this plarne consists of p.pointsof the form
*(l,m) :- [n e g : n fi I : I fi m ot n f1m : t t\m],

where /, m e S with I I m, and p.lines of the form

L(u,E):: {O e II : Dn2I :ilo E ore r] E : rynA}
where 2[, B e II with%1ts.

For the Heyting extension of the real plane IR2, a simple notation will be used to constructcertain p'points' For example, x' :: sp1, ' 0,./^: 1) is the p*"iioihorizontal rines; similarly,p is the pencil of verticJ hnes. The iine at'infinity is r :: ),(x,u).when the rines r and m

lfillrfftb:t* 
common point Q, the p.point p (t,-m) winu"i"ri't"o e*, thepencl of rines

2. Counterexample to the common point axiom

To determine the specific nonconstructive elements in a classical theory and thereby toindicate feasible directions for constructive work, Brouwerar'rounrro*mpres areused, inconjunction with omniscience principle.r A Brouwerian counterexu-fr" i, a proof that a givenstatement implies an omniscience principle. In turn, un o-nir"i*c"e principte would implysolutions or significant information fo, ui*g" number of well-known unsolved problems.2 Astatement is considered constructively tnvatiiif itimpries ; ;#;;ce principle.3We will need the following omniscience principle.

*"T;:"-ned 
principle of omniscience (LLpo). For any rear number q, either a < 0 or

Brouwerian counterexarnpre. In the Heyting extension, the statement ,,Any 
two p.rines have acommon p'point" is constructivery invarid; the statemefi impries LLpo.

l^?:[.*1i,ff,Hfi#ffi5:'# ar :: max{o,0}, and a- :: max{-a,0}. rn the Heyting

4::sp1, -0, y:l_q+x)
E::F@:0,x:l-a-y)
tt :: ),(il,U) u :: ).(E,I).

By hypothesis, the p.lines p, and, v have a common p.point c. using the cotransitivity propertyfor p'poinrs, Theorem 7(iii) in [6], we trave eitrrer e + k * e + D. i"ir" n.rt 
"ur", 

suppose that

.^trmn:**f*ffi:11,'i.ff$3*3J:uwer [4], to demonstrare that use orthe raw of exctuded middte inhibits

o,'r531."* 
information concerning Brouwerian counterexamples, and other omniscience principles, see [1] or

4 The omniscience principle LLpO was formulated by E. Bishop [2].
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q < 0. Theno+ - 0,go 4:L,and,p. - r. Also, E: (0, l/a-)*,soE /.p. Thusthep.linesp' and' v are distinct,.with unique common p.point f, a contradiction. Hence o' > 0. Similarly,when € + U, we find that a a0. Thus LLpb results. !
Note' This counterexample concerns the full common point axiom, rather than the limited AxiomP3 as stated in [6], where only distinct lines are considered. An investigation into the full axiomis necessary for a constructive study based upon numericar meaning, as proposed by Bishop.Questions of distinctness are at the core of constructive problems; any attempted projective

:::TJ:,f,,||,fe 
real plane is certain to contain inno-".uui" pui.r'"or m", which may o, -uy

3. Heyting axioms on the real plane

Since Axioms Al through A7 were used in [6] to establish cotransitivity, verification of theseaxioms for the real plane i1 required to support the Brouwerian counterexample above. onlyAxiom A1 will require special consideration.'

Heyting's Axiom al. If I and m are distinct lines, and p is a point outside l, then there existsa line n passing through p such that n n I : m i l.

Theorem' on the rear praneR2, the Heyting axioms Ar through A7 are varid.
hoof. Since IR is a Heyting field, rR2 satisfies axiom groups G and L of [1r]; this was shown inSection 9 of Il rr. Thus the axioms and results in secti"on forliif"iJy rr*".(a) Axiom A1' we may estimate the angle between the lines I 

-*t;;.If 
this angle is positive,the lines will intersect (cf' trmma 9.2 in fi t1;,and we can easily draw the required line n. Thuswe may assume that the angle is fairly small. Since P g l, it rorrows rrom Theorem l0.l in [l l]that p(P,/) > 0; setd :: min{l, p(i,,t)l.Either p(p, m) > o or p(p,m) < d.case l. p(P,m) > 0. choose distinct points p, et on m,"u"h outrid" the line r. since peintersects PQ" we may.assume, using axiom L2, that r2 in,"rr""i, /. Choose a coordinatesystem so that the line / has equatior ), : 0, the line re Gsi;;; r : 0, and the point ehas coordinates (0, l). Then thi line rn will iuu" * equation of th" forrn ! : ex* l, and thepoint P will have coordinates of the form (0, ft), with n + o.o"nn"-trr" hne z by the equation! : hex + h.lt follows that p e n, and itis clear that n n I : m f1 l.

case 2' p(p,m) < d' choose apoint Q e mso that p(p, Q)< d; thus Q / r.Now choose acoordinate system so that the line / has equatioll 1l : 0, the line x : 0 is the perpendicular to /dropped from Q, and the point e has coordinates (0, 1); this preserves angres. 5g1 p/ ;: (0, 3),then p(Pt,m) > o. Thus case 1 applies to the configuration (/, m, p,),so we may construct aline mt through p/ such that mt n-i - m n /. crearr-y, m, #'r'.ai*, ,io"" the angle betweenthe lines I andm is small, we have p(p,m,) > 0, so p / m,.Now Case I applies to,theconfiguration (r,m', p),andwemaydraw arinenthrough p sucr,ttain fir: mt(1r.ItfollowsthatnOl:mfiI.

ur:o) H'^ 
A2-A7 ' Using the results of Section 2 in [ll],these axioms are easily verified for
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